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Sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Protestant commentaries on Genesis 6:1-4 unanimously asserted
that the “sons of God” (bĕnê-hā ĕlōhîm) were human,[1] rather than angelic or semi-divine beings.[2]
Why, one might ask, did early Lutheran and Reformed exegetes insist upon this non-preternatural
interpretation, while their theologies affirmed the existence and activity of angels and demons? The
discrepancy here is especially striking since both the Fathers and modern scholars[3] contend “sons of
God” indicates fallen angels or members of the Divine Council. In seeking to understand the reasons
behind magisterial Protestant interpretations, one finds that, though they affirmed the doctrine of sola
Scriptura, they did not ignore tradition or metaphysical assumptions altogether. This essay will examine
the various reasons why the early evangelicals chose their particular interpretations. It will conclude by
asking, (1) whether objective exegesis of a difficult passage can arise apart from traditional and
metaphysical assumptions, and (2) whether the assumptions held by early Lutheran and Reformed
commentators can be reevaluated by Protestant interpreters today, using the hermeneutical and
theological principles inherent in the evangelical[4] traditions.
The “sons of God” and angelology in pre-Reformation tradition
To better understand the background of the early Protestant interpretations of Genesis 6:1-4, one must
recall the exegesis and angelologies of pre-Reformation thinkers. In each period, one sees a connection
between a theologian’s identification of the “sons of God” and his answer to the question, Do angels have
physical bodies? Generally, the earliest Fathers both assumed an angelic interpretation of Genesis 6:1-4
and also affirmed that angels were somehow corporeal, with fiery or ethereal bodies. Many of these
individuals even assumed that the would-be demons fell because they lusted after human women.
Angelology presented a major problem for the Fathers. Though some details emerge in John’s
Apocalypse, Scripture in general left theologians with very little specific information about angels.
Moreover, confusion existed regarding the Divine Council and Satan, as described in Job. Because of
this, some Fathers were tempted to indulge in a level of angelological speculation unparalleled by any
other doctrinal locus. This fact may have led Luther and Calvin, temperamentally and doctrinally opposed
to such speculation, to avoid anything resembling a fantastical approach to the Genesis text.
Two notable advocates of the belief in corporeal angels, Tatian the Assyrian (110-172) and Tertullian
(160-225), also fell into heresy, though there is no necessary connection between their angelology and
their subsequent heterodox associations. In his “Address to the Greeks,” Tatian used a corporeal view of
angels to explain the nature of the Greek pantheon. They are, he argued, material spirits whom “having
received their structure from matter and obtained the spirit which inheres in it, became intemperate and
greedy . . . choosing what was inferior in matter.”[5] The angelic interpretation of Genesis 6:1-4 fit well
with Tatian’s purpose, which was to identify the promiscuous Greek gods with demons.
Tertullian, likewise, discussed angels in the context of his polemic against Greek philosophy. While the
Reformed writer Francis Turretin would later say the corporeal view of angels stemmed from the
Platonists,[6] Tertullian contended that the opposite was true. Indeed, the bulk of Tertullian’s argument is
aimed at the rejection of Platonic metaphysics and its opposition to the Christian doctrines of the

Incarnation and Resurrection. Tertullian insists that proper Christology is related to proper angelology.
Since angels have “solidity in their bodily substance” and can “change into human form,” he argues,
Christians should not take the Gnostic approach and deny that Jesus—who is more powerful than
angels—could possess a real physical body.[7]
Medieval thinkers increasingly rejected the idea that angels had ethereal bodies, along with the idea that
they could procreate with humans. Pseudo-Dionysius was important to medieval angelology, contributing
a concern for the angelic hierarchy; he may also have been the first to contend that they were pure
spirits.[8]
While Aquinas and most of the Dominicans also believed angels were pure spirits, not all agreed.
According to Keck, “Bonaventure and almost all of the Franciscans followed strict Aristotelian
hylomorphism and argued that angels are made of both form and some kind of matter (albeit a spiritual
matter).”[9] Nevertheless, Bonaventure stopped short of allowing angelic procreation with human women.
Keck explains: “For angels to create real human bodies would violate not only the divine economy but
also the laws of nature.”[10] It is at this point that the use of synthetic a priori[11] reasoning asserts itself
upon the interpretation of Genesis 6:1-4. Consciously or subconsciously, many exegetes, including the
early modern protestants, would follow Bonaventure and assume that a supernatural identification of the
“sons of God” would be metaphysically absurd, unless some kind of deception was involved. Bonaventure
suggested that, though spiritual beings do not have biologically functional reproductive organs, they may
assume the form of a woman (a succubus), collect human semen, and then assume the form of a man
(an incubus) in order to impregnate a woman with the now-demonic seed. This complicated hypothesis
demonstrates the lengths to which theologians would go to preserve their metaphysical preconceptions.
Reformed and Lutheran thinkers appropriated the incubus-succubus hypothesis frequently, in order to
maintain the proper distinction between organic and inorganic beings.
Some medieval thinkers, particularly those actively involved in parish ministry, focused on the
disembodiment of demons for soteriological reasons. Demons had no bodies because bodies were the
focus of penance, and penance is unavailable to fallen angels. The syllogism, according to Elliot, was as
follows: “reconciliation with God depends on a body; a demon does not have a body; ergo a demon
cannot be saved.”[12]
Medieval trends in angelology continued into early modernity. The trend away from an ethereal or
corporeal view of angels continued until only a handful of Protestant theologians (e.g. Vorstius, Zanchi,
and Grotius) held that view. Almost no one questioned the medieval perspective that angels are
incapable of procreation. Thus, there is nothing novel about the early Protestant claim that the “sons of
God” episode contained human characters alone. Given the late medieval perspective, the Protestant
approach may be little more than the natural reception of this tradition. However, one wonders why,
despite their reevaluation of Scripture in other places, they never seriously questioned the purely human
view of the “sons of God.” Hence, one must consider possible philosophical motivations for Lutheran and
Reformed interpretations of Genesis 6:1-4.
Philosophical problems
A preternatural reading of the “sons of God” episode would have presented Lutheran and Reformed
commentators with some disturbing implications. Unlike many modern scholars, to admit the “sons of
God” were angelic or semi-divine would entail the acceptance of an historical event that was prima facie
repugnant to reason, and downright spooky. Nevertheless, these same theologians accepted other
preternatural stories at face value. This discrepancy leads Van Gemeren to ask, “Why does the theology
in which creation, miracles, the miraculous birth and resurrection of Jesus have a place, prefer a rational
explanation of Genesis 6:1-4?”[13] If Van Gemeren’s fears are justified when he wonders whether “a
philosophical theology” has “explained away the difficulties” of the text, a possible breach has occurred
within the Protestant hermeneutic, which ostensibly eschewed the use of overtly metaphysical axioms in
the context of exegesis.

Despite important differences, both Lutherans and Reformed exegetes insisted on the doctrine of sola
Scriptura. This did not mean that rationality or logic was excluded from interpretation, for they often
appealed to the analogia Scripturae to summon the logical implications of related scriptural passages.
Likewise, it did not mean that tradition was useless as an interpretive guide, since they also appealed to
the analogia fidei, when they used chief articles of faith as guides. It did mean, however, that the a priori
axioms of reason and ecclesiastical pronouncements were not to take precedence over a clear reading
Scripture. In the case of Genesis 6:1-4, it is not always clear what motivated the Lutheran and Reformed
readings. At times, however, they made reference to philosophical principles, and indicate fundamental
opposition to the possibility of angelic-human procreation. Some forms of this thinking appear to be
grounded in synthetic a priori reasoning. The following discussion will focus primarily on the extent to
which philosophical preconceptions may have determined Lutheran and Reformed interpretations of the
“sons of God” episode.
Lutheran Treatments
For early modern commentators of all confessions, the episode of the “sons of God” was originally
connected with the subsequent flood account, since they did not operate with the source-critic’s
paradigm.[14] Luther held that the “giant” offspring of the “sons of God” were not Sethites but tyrants, who
claimed greater dignity than they deserved. They were “regarded as, and appeared to be, exceedingly
wise and righteous, just as today our kings, princes, popes, bishops, theologians, doctors, jurists, and
noblemen from the uppermost rank.”[15] The telling phrase here is “just as today.” Luther saw “giants” in
the Vulgate and likely jumped on the chance to slay his own giants: oppressive religious and secular
Tyrannen. He thus chose an interpretation that identified the pope and his political allies with the haughty
tyrants who brought about the greatest example of divine wrath in human history. Luther makes the
connection explicit when he states, “[Giants] usurped both the government and the priesthood. The pope
does the same thing when he usurps both spiritual and temporal power.”[16]
In a letter to George of Anhalt, he also connects the “sons of God” with promiscuous monarchs. Recalling
that tyrants “took wives from whomever they desired,” he says, “I hear that some similar events are
definitely occurring in secret,” as was the case with “the King of England” (Henry VIII) who was “an
unhappy husband.”[17] Likewise, commenting on Genesis 6:1-4, Luther writes:
From the marriage of the sons of God with the (wicked) daughters of the world came mighty men,
or giants, that is, proud and arrogant people who appropriated to themselves the rule both in
Church and state . . . Since they misused their rule in Church and state, God called them by the
opprobrious name “giants,” for He cannot tolerate the arrogant, but scatters “the proud” and puts
“down the mighty from their seats” (Luke 1: 51-2).[18]
Luther, entangled in a Church-state crisis of his own, apparently found personal meaning in the reasons
for God’s great demonstration of displeasure. He must have identified himself with Noah when he noted
that these “giants” considered the latter a heretic, since he “endangered the rule both in Church and
state.”[19] With this reading, the whole of Genesis 6 made sense for Luther and provided immediate
comfort; it was an attempt to warn the arrogant men who threatened the German monk:
[Events like the flood] are intended to frighten the proud and humble us, that we may learn that
our lives and all that we have depend on God’s approval, who is disposed to give grace to the
humble but to destroy the proud (1 Peter 5:5). But because the world neither understands nor
does this, the kings, the mighty, and the righteous constantly fall, one after the other, until there
are abundant examples everywhere of God’s wrath and judgment.[20]
Here, Luther views Genesis 6 as a coherent message to haughty leaders who would crush an earnest
monk for rocking (or building) the boat. An angelic identification of the “sons of God” or semi-angelic
identification of the “giants” would not suit Luther’s purpose here.

Luther views Genesis 6 in the context of a spiral toward corruption in antediluvian society. He explains
that the world, “rejecting God and His Word,” committed the greatest vices such as tyranny and
oppression, fornication and adultery.”[21] The themes he mentions form a common thread throughout the
Old Testament, which would make his reading seem plausible. Luther spends little time with the
preternatural alternative, since he depicts it merely as a rabbinic error when he writes, “The Jews foolishly
explain this expression [“sons of God,” which Luther renders “children of God”] to designate evil spirits
from whom came the generation of the ungodly.”[22] Luther’s commentary here is expositional rather than
exegetical. He has a point to make for his readers, and this point is not aided by philology or excessive
digression. Nevertheless, his language made it extremely difficult for later Lutheran exegetes to even
consider a “foolish” and “Jewish” reading (despite the fact that in the first century, Christians typically took
the preternatural view and a common “Jewish” interpretation was that the “sons of God” were kings).
Perusal of Lutheran commentators after Luther on Genesis 6:1-4 becomes tedious, since most do little
more than recapitulate Luther’s original interpretation. Orthodox Lutheran theologian Johann Gerhard
(1582-1637), writing a century after Luther, demonstrates little change. For him, the “sons of God” are
royal Cainites, who took Sethite wives.[23] He echoes Luther by contending the “son’s of God” were not
demons but tyrannical kings (homines oppressores), despite the perspective of the suspect book of
Enoch and the mistaken Fathers.[24] Similarly, echoing Luther, Abraham Calov (1612-1686) brushes the
angelic interpretation of Genesis 6:1-4 aside by indicating that it was not the original view, but rather the
accretions of a false tradition; he contends that “Platonic Jews” confused things by saying foolishly that
“demons have bodies.”[25] This language, of course, indicates strong reliance on Luther.
Scholars familiar with Luther and his intellectual heirs will know they demonstrate no desire to downplay
the role of demons in human affairs. Indeed, laymen aware of the themes of “Ein Feste Burg” are no less
conscious of this. Moreover, Luther admits the possibility that angels might engage in an illusory form of
sexual intercourse with humans. Incubi and succubae may well exist, he says, since his pastoral
experience has led him to hear of encounters with these entities, and since Augustine believed in
them.[26] Nevertheless, he insists that, though Satan “can delude us by taking on the appearance either
of a young man or of a woman,” the idea “that anything can be born from the union of a devil and a
human being is simply untrue.”[27] At this point, Luther mentions a common hypothesis that allows him to
maintain his metaphysical assumptions concerning angelic and demonic natures:
[W]hen the devil is in the bed, the young man imagines he has a girl, and the girl that she has a
young man. But that anything could be born from this cohabitation, this I do not believe. Yet in
many places sorceresses have been consigned to the pyre and burned for having commerce with
a devil. If he is able to delude the eyes and ears to have you believe that you are seeing and
hearing something that is not really there, how much easier it is for him to delude the sense of
touch, which is the most obtuse in our nature![28]
Here, no physical intercourse takes place; it is a demonic hallucination. Characteristically, Luther refuses
to continue with this discussion, since it is too speculative, and excuses himself for his digression by
saying, “We got into this discussion because of the silly ideas of the Jews.”[29] Commentators following
Luther provided even less explanation for their interpretations, choosing simply to rest on Luther’s final
word.
Thus far, one may detect three potential motives for the Lutheran interpretation: the need to apply the text
to contemporary problems, the desire to maintain the traditional approach when possible, and the
philosophical assumption that angelic beings cannot engage in true sexual intercourse with humans,
since their natures are dissimilar. Note that this third aspect is only implicit, and never serves as a
conscious axiom for Luther or his intellectual heirs.
Reformed Treatments

Calvin begins his treatment of Genesis 6 by setting the stage for his interpretation of the text: “the
principle is to be kept in memory that the world was then as if divided into two parts; because the family of
Seth cherished the pure and lawful worship of God, from which the rest had fallen.”[30] Thus, Calvin
divides humanity into the “sons of God” or descendents of Seth, and the fallen children of Cain. This
perspective is in accord with his emphasis, evident throughout his commentaries, upon the covenantal
lineage, culminating in the Nativity. It also coincides with his doctrine of election.[31] He writes, “When
Scripture speaks of the sons of God, sometimes it has respect to eternal election, which extends only to
the lawful heirs.”[32]
Believing the “sons of God” to be Sethites, Calvin vehemently denies the preternatural interpretation:
The ancient figment concerning the intercourse of angels with women is abundantly refuted by its
own absurdity [sua absurditate abunde refellitur]; and it is surprising that learned men should
formerly have been fascinated by ravings [deliriis] so gross and prodigious.[33]
In this passage, Calvin provides no philological or exegetical evidence. Rather, he appeals to a logical or
philosophical problem: the idea is described as absurd and self-refuting. Here and elsewhere, it becomes
evident that, whereas Luther’s metaphysical assumptions were implicit in his interpretation, synthetic a
priori axioms affect the angelology and exegesis of the early Reformed tradition explicitly.
This is nowhere more evident than in the orthodox Reformed theologian Francis Turretin, who
demonstrates latent disdain for matter in his description of angels: “Their dignity is so much the greater as
they approach nearer the divine nature and are free from all contact with matter.”[34] This statement
indicates that matter is, by definition, undignified.[35] We are not surprised to find, then, that Turretin
vehemently rejects the idea that angels could soil themselves with matter. How could he not, when, for
him, in his very first paragraph concerning angels, he states his a priori assumption that, by definition,
angels are immaterial? Claiming, “Spirit is diametrically opposed to body,” Turretin argues that Scripture
attributes “spiritual faculties and operations” such as “intellect and will, and the acts elicited by them” to
angels, which “cannot proceed from a corporeal nature.”[36]
To be fair, Turretin would argue, as would most of his predecessors, that his axioms are not based on
pure metaphysics, but upon the analogia Scripturae. Thus, he points to the standard passages showing
that spirits are not flesh and blood (e.g. Luke 24:39), though one might note that such passages do not
deny the potential for angels to take physical forms, only that they do not have flesh and bones.[37] In
any case, most of Turretin’s arguments indicate metaphysical concerns, such as his curious argument
from symmetry:
[A]s God has made in it creatures merely corporeal which strike the senses (as bodies); others
partly corporeal and visible, partly spiritual and invisible (as men); so it was fitting to the perfection
of the world that the merely spiritual should be created (such as are angels).[38]
One might argue that Turretin is more likely than others in his tradition to allow metaphysical assumptions
to dictate his exegesis of a text. This may be true, but the concerns he makes explicit can be found
throughout his tradition, and even on its fringes, as in the case of King James I of England.
Though not included in Reformed circles as a beacon of Reformed orthodoxy, King James’ famous
Daemonologie illustrates a common early modern application of synthetic a priori knowledge concerning
angelic beings: “So to have a quantitie, is so proper to a solide bodie, that as all Philosophers conclude, it
cannot be any more without one, then a spirite can have one.”[39] He does not believe that apparent
spiritual bodies are real bodies, but rather “vaine impressions in the aire,” or “bodies of aire.”[40] What of
the so-called incubi and succubae? According to James, there are two possibilities, “The one, when the
Deuill onelie as a spirite, and stealing out the sperme of a dead bodie, abuses them that way, they not
graithlie seeing anie shape or feeling anie thing . . . . The other meane is when he borrowes a dead bodie
and so visiblie, and as it seemes unto them naturallie as a man converses with them.”[41] Further, “we

know spirites hath no seede proper to themselues, nor yet can they gender one with another.”[42] Most
important is his philosophical point, arguing that for demons to have their own semen would be “utterly
against all the rules of nature.”[43] This last concern summarizes a standard early modern metaphysical
objection to angelic procreation.
Recall again that to spend too much time on this subject would be, to the Reformers, to entertain
excessive speculation. Thus, Calvin seems reluctant to accept the angelic interpretation of Genesis 6:1-4,
because it tempts the theologian to neglect his task, which is “not to divert the ears with chatter, but to
strengthen consciences.”[44] What kind of chatter concerns Calvin? Likely, he is thinking of books outside
the Protestant canon, like the Book of Enoch (6:1-6; 8:1-3) and Book of Jubilees (see 5:1). However, he
seems even more concerned with any interpretation that would give credence to the idea that pagan
mythology is contained in the Genesis narrative.
The connections between the Flood of Genesis and Near Eastern parallels were imperfectly known
before the nineteenth-century rediscovery of the Epic of Gilgamesh. However, mythological accounts of
divine-human sexuality were familiar to humanistic Protestants like Calvin. These scholars were well
acquainted, for example, with Hesiod’s account of the divine motives for the Trojan War, and the creation
of Pandora, both of which employ the concept of hēmitheoi, or semi-divine beings.[45] Here, and
concerning the wives of Cain and Seth, several late medieval and renaissance commentators discuss—
without necessarily confirming them—legendary tales to fill gaps left by the Genesis narrative.[46] Though
Calvin comfortably alludes to classical pagan sources elsewhere in his writings, he is uncharacteristically
apprehensive about the connections between mythology and Genesis 6, except for a final, passing
comment, where he writes:
Moreover, as Satan is an ingenious contriver of falsehoods, by which he would corrupt the truth of
God, and in this manner render it suspected, the poets have invented many fables concerning the
giants . . . .[47]
It is strange that Calvin does not mention parallel “fables” when they are immediately relevant, but only
mentions them at the end of his discussion, in the form of a throwaway remark. When he does note the
apparent connection, he indicates that it may cause people to doubt its authenticity, as is evident in the
above quotation. Perhaps his anxiety over the issue inclined him to underemphasize the point, but also
demanded that he fend off any preternatural readings in his closing remarks. Surely, as a humanist, he
was aware of the possible connections, and knew others would be as well.
Not all contemporary commentators shared Calvin’s anxiety at this point, though most were familiar with
the resemblance between the Roman and Greek myths and the Genesis account of antediluvian society.
For instance, the Jesuit Benedict Pererius (c. 1535-1610) thought pagan mythology, as seen in Homer,
Hesiod, Appolodorus, and Ovid, was derived from the Hebrew Scriptures.[48] A similar approach is found
in Calvin’s successor Theodore Beza, who often stated that similarities between the Pentateuch and
ancient myths were due to the spread of a Great Tradition, passed from Seth and the Patriarchs to the
Egyptians, and then indirectly to the Greeks and Romans. In any case, part of the pagan corruption, the
argument goes, was a misunderstanding of who the “sons of God” and Nephilim were. The point remains
that early modern writers differentiated “myths” from the “sons of God” episode in such a way that the
Genesis account does not appropriate myth but provides the material for pagan corruptions of the
originally true story.
Thus, the Reformed writers had three potential motives for their interpretations of Genesis 6:1-4. First,
and most pronounced, was the metaphysical “absurdity” of human-angelic procreation. Second, is the
uneasy resemblance between pagan mythology and the Genesis passage, if one accepts the
preternatural reading. Third, and only implicit, is the testimony of tradition.
The possibility of objective interpretation and reevaluation

Van Gemeren states, concerning modern evangelical exegesis of Genesis 6:1-4, “It is sobering to
recognize how difficult it is to read the passage without any preconceived ideas.”[49] This is no less true
today than it was in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. For, in addition to the concerns already
mentioned, scholars in the current evangelical tradition have a further motivation for a non-preternatural
reading--they do not want to appear silly in the midst of modern scholars. Newman, describes the
paradoxical climate that now exists:
On the one hand, liberal theologians, who deny the miraculous, claim the account pictures a
supernatural liaison between divine beings and humans. Conservative theologians, though
believing implicitly in angels and demons, tend to deny the passage any such import. The liberal
position is more understandable with the realization that they deny the historicity of the incident
and see it as a borrowing from pagan mythology. The rationale behind the conservative view is
more complex: though partially a reaction to liberalism, the view is older than liberal theology.[50]
In other words, evangelical scholars who adhere to a literal interpretation of Scripture must affirm an
event that sounds mythological, if they are to accept a preternatural reading of Genesis 6:1-4. Scholars
unwilling to take this route might choose (consciously or not) any interpretation that will let them off the
hook.
Given what has been said thus far about the apparent traditional and metaphysical assumptions in early
modern Protestant commentaries, one might abandon any attempt at objective exegesis as
fundamentally doomed. Indeed, many postmodern thinkers today, such as Delwin Brown, would argue
that it is impossible for an interpreter to work independently of philosophical assumptions, entrenched
traditions, and community values.[51] To be sure, the preceding discussion tends to confirm the idea that
commentators of both magisterial Protestant traditions have in fact allowed embedded preconceptions to
influence their interpretations. However, this does not mean that an interpreter cannot strive for objectivity
and allow the natural reading of a text to subvert metaphysical assumptions. It is also possible that an
exegete might hold the “philosophical assumption” that Sacred Scripture will inevitably challenge one’s
previous philosophical assumptions! In other words, if one expects Scripture to confront traditions and
preconceptions, the ideal of objectivity is not so far off. Moreover, even if one resigns to the idea that all
interpretation is bound to traditional and metaphysical assumptions, one may at least question whether
the assumptions employed in the interpretation of a particular passage are consistent with a given
tradition’s theological and hermeneutical principles. It is at this point that the traditional Lutheran
interpretation appears inconsistent and in need of reevaluation.
To illustrate the possible inconsistency for the Lutheran tradition, and the possibly predictable approach of
the Reformed tradition, one can look to the Christological and Eucharistic debates of early modern
Protestantism. In these contexts, Calvin and the Reformed appealed implicitly to an a priori principle,
finitum non capax infiniti (the finite is incapable of or cannot contain the infinite), in order to show that one
should not predicate of the finite, human nature of Christ that which pertains to His infinite, divine nature.
When applied to the Eucharist, the Lutheran tenet that Christ’s body was present “in, with, and under”
sacramental bread and wine appeared not only unbiblical but metaphysically absurd. This a priori
assumption of what is and is not possible for Christ’s human nature was relatively common for Calvin and
his tradition. For instance, concerning Christ’s entrance into a locked room after the Resurrection, Calvin
writes:
For just as the water, like a solid pavement, provided Christ with a path as he walked upon the
lake [Matt. 14:25], so it is no wonder if the hardness of the stone yielded at his approach. Yet it is
more probable that the stone was removed at his command, and immediately after he passed
through, returned to its place. And to enter through closed doors means not just penetrating
through solid matter but opening an entrance for himself by divine power, so that he suddenly
stood among his disciples clearly, in a wonderful way, although the doors were locked.[52]
Here, Calvin demonstrates his obsession with maintaining proper boundaries for spirit and flesh. He does
not rule out extraordinary possibilities, but he is most comfortable with a Christ who does not walk through

stone, but rather miraculously moves it out of the way. Thus, returning to Genesis 6:1-4, if Jesus will not
break the rules of human nature by strolling through solid objects, preternatural entities are even less
likely to break the rules of their ontology by inseminating women. To be fair, Calvin and his successors
abhorred the idea of importing a synthetic a priori into their exegesis; they thought their assumptions
about Christ’s human nature were based on the definition of human nature as such. The problem here is
that, according to the Lutherans, human reason cannot determine the limits of Christ’s nature without
appealing to synthetic a priori axioms.
While epistemologically suspect, according to Lutherans, the Calvinist approach here retains a level of
uniformity. The Lutherans, on the other hand, banked their entire Christology and Eucharistic theology on
the idea that human reason cannot make pronouncements about the limitations of Christ’s human nature.
Because a complete definition of human nature is elusive, Lutherans could argue, [53] it is inappropriate
to set arbitrary limits on the glorified and hypostatically united human nature of Christ. To do so would be
to employ synthetic a priori reason, precisely what Luther called the Devil’s whore.[54]
Understanding the philosophical issues behind Lutheran Christology and Eucharistic theology, one can
more clearly see how the evangelical tradition ought not assume, a priori, what angelic and demonic
natures can and cannot do. Likewise, it suggests they ought to use Ockham’s razor to slash through
complicated hypotheses that were constructed to explain away the metaphysically troubling implications
of Genesis 6:1-4. Thus, an evangelical interpreter’s a priori assumption that angels cannot mate with
women is incompatible with fundamental principles of evangelical theology. Granted, Luther and his
successors spent little time discussing possibilities, and for good reason. However, notable in the
evangelical tradition is the (perhaps psychological) demand that spirit and flesh stay within their
boundaries. Language condemning the possibility of a breach of these limits typically demonstrates
visceral disgust on the part of the commentator. Ironically, of course, the Fathers saw this as precisely the
problem of the narrative: Yahweh was angry that preternatural beings and humans did in fact transgress
their ontological boundaries.
It should be clear by this point that the issue is only partially exegetical; it is at bottom a matter of religious
epistemology. One may thoughtfully opt for any of several interpretations of Genesis 6:1-4, using parallel
texts to make sense of what most admit is a perplexing passage. Evangelical dogmaticians and
commentators do frequently list one or two proof texts to demonstrate their angelological perspectives,
though the connections to Genesis 6 are seldom fleshed out. What evangelicals cannot do with
epistemological and theological integrity is make a priori assertions as to what is and is not possible
regarding divine, human, or angelic nature. To do so would be arrogant and a breach of fundamental
hermeneutical principles valued by Luther and his descendents, even if it is done in an attempt to support
the interpretation of the Wittenberg Reformer himself. Thus, to state with J. T. Mueller, “the claim that
angels once mingled with men by marriage … is as foolish as it is anti-Scriptural” is only half worthy of an
evangelical dogmatician if by “foolish” one means contrary to the a priori axioms of reason.[55]
Conclusions
Several lessons from this investigation may prove useful to exegetes and theologians in traditions that
stem from the Reformation era, and those who value revelation as the source of theological knowledge.
First, it is important to note that, despite their commitment to sola Scriptura, the Reformers were often
inclined to maintain traditional interpretations, especially if those interpretations posed no threat to
evangelical theology. In such cases as Genesis 6:1-4, it is of course important to acknowledge exegetical
tradition. Nevertheless, one must subsequently reappraise the strengths and weaknesses of traditional
arguments. Second, evangelical exegetes should avoid the tendency to accept the Gnostic idea that
matter is evil and spirit is good by nature, and thus imply that angels are superior to humans because
they are not “soiled” by matter. This tendency was apparent in some of the Reformed writers, but may
also have been latent in Luther, at a visceral level. Third, evangelical exegetes should be aware that the
intrusion of synthetic a priori axioms can encroach upon exegesis, even when the exegete is not
consciously employing them. For example, Luther and Calvin likely assumed that the definition of “angel”
simply entailed incorporeality, and had no intentions of imposing rational limits upon them. However,

evangelicals today should note this issue and consider whether the metaphysical assumptions they bring
to the text are supported by the analogia Scripturae or by some post-Enlightenment worldview. Fourth,
while most will find it laudable that Luther applied Genesis 6 to his contemporary context, and thus
applied it meaningfully to his audience, evangelical exegetes ought also to emphasize the original context
of a text, and thus avoid clouding any interpretation with anachronism. Fifth, exegetes uncomfortable with
parallels between Near Eastern and Hebrew texts cannot seek a remedy for their discomfort by
transforming apparently mythological elements in the Hebrew texts into palatable and mundane accounts.
It makes no sense to obscure the literal meaning of Scripture in order to maintain faith in the literal
meaning of Scripture! Sixth and finally, in no case should a confessional tradition that takes revelation
seriously shy away from a preternatural interpretation of Genesis 6:1-4 on philosophical grounds. Rather,
evangelical religious epistemology requires the interpreter to submit to Scripture even when the text
challenges one’s comfortable conceptions of the created order.[56]
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